
Dear Ted, 	 11/202 

Thanks for your letters of the 21 And If 22 nod for the tape. 

You identified only one side of the tape and these days, because I have so much 
lees time, I never listen to them. The one aide you identified is your 4/27/17 spay 
with Bob Trebor. 

You identified the other side only by date, 4/25/15.  As I Eecell that date, it 
. was when I was in NYC and had pneumonia and pleurisy. So, I ensue that this is either 
that press conference most of which I beerdvdon it was rebroadcast from time to time 
for the next week by WCBS, or of Lesees reading My speech for me. 

- 	I'd appreciate it if you let me know. 

All the few shove I now do I do by phone but I don't tape then because 1  have 
no real interest in having a tape or listening to it now. Years ago it was different. 

In rereading your letter of the 21, I see that you say this is the NYS tape. 
SO. I presume it is laser reading tit speech. Thanks. 

You Gay that Sylvia asked for me. I take it this means that she is OB. 

Re your anemia and low blood- pressure, they can be corrected by diet and medi.. 
cation, so please do as your doctors tell you. 

In your 11/22 yoUmention'CIA Doc 113 as saying that OswId was sent to Russia 
to marry a Rue-nine  girl for the CIA.. I don't remember that at all! 

Thanks also for the plugs of my books. 

Again thanks and best wishes to you both, 



Nov. 21, 1982. 

Dear Harold., 

Today, by accident (it wasn't listed in the radio section of tae 
N.Y. papers, predictably), I heard, on WABC radio the advertisement that Bob 
Groden and another researcher would be the guests_ in a 6 hour JR.( assass. show 
beginning midnight, tonight. - I called Dick E. Sprague and Sylvia Meagher (who 
sends regards. to you), and told them about this show. Then I called Groden and 
told him I would call the station and try to give some important infO re the 
HSCOA coverups, etc. He told me that he would also be on WBABI'M radio tomorrow 
night, also beginning at midnight. He said he•couldn't get this station on his 
radio, but I can and will tape it gor him. I'll also call WBAB re this. HSCOA 
coverup info. Also, 2 weeks ago, I sent a letter to KABCis (in L.A.) Michael 
Jackson radio show and, to make a long story short, they are going to do a 3 hour 
show with me, by phone hookup re the HSCOA! It should be VERY interesting indeed. 
I've got a lot to say. I'll also meation the fact that, among other things, they 
completely disregarded the info you turned over to them re the King/Ray case. 

Of course, I'll tape this.. show as well... (What else??) 

I'll make copies. for yOu also soon thereafter. 

By this time you've probably listened to the NYU tape I sent you. 

Hoping you enjoyed. it, FIN'AILT, right?? 

Hoping this. finds, you and wife well and happy. 

As for me, I've just had a complete physical and they found out that 
I'm anemic and my blood pressure is low, which explains my feeling dizzy at 
times.. so, we'll see. 

Best regards, 

Ted Gandolfo. 




